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RADIO TOWER SPLINTERS BOTH
PELOTONS TO PIECES WITH STEPHENS
AND BERNARD TIMING THEIR SPRINTS TO
PERFECTION

On the second stage of the Virtual Tour de France riders faced their first mountain climb of the

race. The Radio Tower climb posed 9.4km of ascent with an average gradient of 3.9% that lulled

both women’s and men’s peloton into racing it at full-gas but then saw both races splinter into

small groups as the last kilometre ramped up 13.7%. Those who managed to hang on to the

front groups as the pelotons split had to use the descent to recover and hoped they could make

it to the line without being caught by the chasing groups behind.   
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The women’s peloton saw a strong group of riders go on the climb with Cecilie Uttrup-Ludwig

(FDJ Nouvelle-Aquitaine Futuroscope) and Erica Magnaldi (Ceratizit - WNT Pro Cycling Team)

attacking just before the top with Magnaldi taking the QOM points. As the peloton neared the

finish line, a lone group of three at the front were joined by the chase group of four riders

behind, making it a seven woman sprint to the finish line with Lauren Stephens (Team Tibco-

Silicon Valley bank) timing her aero power up to perfection and taking the win.   

The men’s race saw equal attempts of attacks on the climb leaving the peloton splintered over

the top. With 10km to go a lead group of four were trying to keep their chasers at bay but were

caught with 6km to go. A photo finish sprint saw Julien Bernard (Trek-Segafredo) narrowly

taking the win over Freddy Ovett (Israel Start-Up Nation). 

The most combative riders of the day were Cecilie Uttrup-Ludwig (FDJ Nouvelle-Aquitaine

Futuroscope) and Geraint Thomas (Team Ineos).

Stage two winner race quotes 

Lauren Stephens - Tibco-Silicon Valley Bank 

“It was definitely brutal, it was my second time racing up Radio Tower and it is never easy. At

the end being in a group of four you know not to think that it’s race over, especially on Zwift,

things come back together pretty quickly and we knew that we would be quicker on the

downhill than the lead group, and that’s where we really closed that time gap. 

“Once I hit Radio Tower for me it was just about sticking with that group as much as I could.

There’s no pacing on Radio Tower it’s just a flat out effort and prior to that it had felt relatively

calm, I think everyone was waiting for that moment.

“Over Radio Tower my teammate Kristen (Faulkner) was actually in between my group and the

lead group and we told her to chase onto the front group and once she made it on we knew that

we could wait in the group behind. Then luckily some girls in my group decided to push and our

group made it across to the lead group. Then I made sure I timed that aero power up at just the

right time for the win.”   

Julien Bernard - Trek-Segafredo  

“I think it was really, really close I didn’t realise that I had won, I was thinking that Freddy

(Ovett) was in front of me, so when I realised I had won I was really happy because I started to

sprint really late and in the last few meters I just managed to pass him. 



“It was a really fast start and when we arrived to the mountain I was really on the limit, I think I

passed in the second group at the top and then I was with the group of four on the downhill and

that’s when I knew that I had to try and recover and save something for the sprint because I

know that it’s really hard on Zwift to attack and go alone, so I knew that I just had to save the

energy and in the end it was a success.

“Winning means a lot because we haven’t had races now for a long time and to win whenever is

a good thing, now we are looking forward to coming back to real racing on the road and looking

forward to winning there too.” 

RESULTS

Top 3 over the finish line 

Women

1 Lauren Stephens (Team Tibco-Silicon Valley Bank)

2 Joss Lowden (Tibco-Silicon Valley Bank)

3 Erica Magnaldi (Ceratizit - WNT Pro Cycling Team)

Men

1 Julien Bernard (Trek-Segafredo)

2 Freddy Ovett (Israel Start-up Nation)

3 Nicolas Edet (Cofidis)

Full results here

JERSEY CLASSIFICATIONS WOMEN

Yellow jersey - Tibco-Silicon Valley Bank 

Sprint green jersey - Tibco-Silicon Valley Bank 

QOM polkadot jersey - Drops Cycling 

Young rider white jersey - Canyon / SRAM Racing

JERSEY CLASSIFICATIONS MEN

Yellow jersey - NTT Pro Cycling

Sprint green jersey - NTT Pro Cycling Team

KOM polkadot jersey - Israel Start-Up Nation

Young rider white jersey - NTT Pro Cycling Team 

OVERALL TEAM CLASSIFICATION 

https://www.letour.fr/en/virtual-tour-de-france/rankings


Women - Canyon/SRAM Racing 

Men - NTT Pro Cycling
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ABOUT ZWIFT

Zwift is the indoor training phenomenon taking the world by storm. An online platform helping everyone meet
their fitness goals while having tons of fun along the way. Engaging gameplay meets fitness meets a global
community of cyclists and runners. The result? Serious training made fun.
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Meet new friends. Make new rivals. Ride up mountains. Run through jungles. Sprint through real roads made
virtual or cruise across futuristic cities. Fun, flexible year-round training becomes the new normal with Zwift. 

Build strengths and smash weaknesses with thousands of workouts. Train day or night, no matter the weather,
and close the gap between where you are and where you want to be. Looking for something more specific?
Flexible training plans by world-class coaches adjust to your schedule and help get you ready for race day.
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